
A NEW ERA INTO ROOM AND 
WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT

Building intelligence



Search, book and meet

BrightBooking Room Management is an online platform, of which a suitable room can be found and 

booked in a very easy way. Room Management effectively helps to get the maximum out of meeting, 

huddle, board- and showrooms. It reduces administration time and introduces a smarter reservation 

process within organisations.

Most important advantages and features

• Always and everywhere your own personal mobile assistant

• Totally integrates with your own (personal) schedule and reservation systems

• Easy and fast searching and booking for the right room

• Real time status display at the door, so no interruption of meetings anymore

• Automatic detection of occupations and ‘no shows’

PORTAL
The heart of the software

DETECTION
Detects occupations and ‘no shows’ automatically
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APP
Your personal assistant

ROOM DISPLAY
An interactive display at the meeting room
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Search, book and get started

BrightBooking Desk Management is a very easy to use online solution which gives you the ability to 

find and book a suitable workplace. Or use the automatic occupation detection. Desk Management 

helps to facilitate the rising demand of working on a mobile and flexible base. With this solution an 

effective, modern and cost saving workplace will be created.

Most important advantages and features

• Stimulates the New Agile Working

• Make a reservation whenever, wherever

• Find your colleagues fast and easy

• Empty though booked desks aren’t possible anymore

• Great way of saving costs and energy

PORTAL
The heart of the software

APP
Your personal assistant

DETECTION
Detects occupations and ‘no shows’ automatically
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MAPPING
Interactive maps
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See directly where you need to be

With BrightBooking Way Finding everyone is able to find the route to a booked room or workplace 

easier and faster. It prevents searching throughout the building. Way Finding is a modern way of 

indoor routing and mapping. It helps to use the office in an efficient way and to know more about the 

building itself.

Most important features and advantages

• All first upcoming room bookings displayed logically on one single display

• Arrows are showing the way to the rooms

• Integrates seamless with narrow casting software

• In a glance an overview where workplaces are situated

• Make and adjust your own maps

WAYFINDER
Prevents searching and an overview of first coming reservations

MAPPING
Interactive maps
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All functionalities within one platform

Easy to use

You can search and book a suitable room or a pretty workplace very easy. Enter your requirements and 

BrightBooking shows you all options in a split second.

Complete integration

BrightBooking supports ready to go integration with Exchange, Office 365, Outlook and multiple FMIS-

Systems. Even with your personal calendar or reservation system.  It doesn’t matter which system you use.

Reservations and time lines

In the portal you find multiple reservation and time line overviews. Only your own reservations or the 

reservations of everyone. But also the ‘no shows’ (people who didn’t show up in a reserved room or 

workplace). So you get a clear overview of the reservation behaviour of the users. 

Security guaranteed

BrightBooking is a completely managed and secured platform, 

hosted from our ISO27001 certified datacentre.

Easy installation

BrightBooking is due to the ‘Quick Installation Guide’ 

very easy to install. BrightBooking doesn’t require a 

complex software installation.
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Reservation is almost due
Your reservation ends in 5m. Extending the meeting 
is possible for at least 30m.

BRIGHTBOOKING
now

Everywhere and always with you

A
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YOUR PERSONAL ASSISTENT

It is your personal mobile assistant which you always have with you.

Manage your reservations from the innovative and unique BrightBooking app. Traveling by 

train and want to check if there are workplaces left at the office? Book a meeting room while 

you are still at home? Schedule a meeting instantly? With the BrightBooking app you can 

manage this in a split second.

If the meeting is almost finished, BrightBooking sends you a notification with the ability to 

extend the meeting if possible.
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Handy tools directly at the room
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Occupied or available

You will see real time room availability on the display. No one needs to be 

disturbed during a meeting.

Make a quick reservation

Sometimes you just need to discuss something instantly. Just simple book a 

room with the press of one button.

Report disruptions

A technical issue can always occur. Just report a disruption quickly through 

the room display. Then immediate action can be taken.
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No more unnecessary empty spaces & desks

BrightBooking Detection contributes in making a room or workplace smarter. A smart sensor detects 

if a person, who made a reservation, is not showing up. It even sends a reminder in case the sensor 

didn’t detect any activity in the room or workplace. If necessary, the sensor can automatically cancel 

the reservation and makes the room or workplace available for other new reservations.

It’s also possible to work with automatic detection. Than it is not necessary to make a reservation 

because sensors are detecting occupation and availability constantly.

DETECTS OCCUPATIONS AND ‘NO SHOWS’ AUTOMATICALLY
D
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An effective indoor route planner

Welcome customers, guests and staff with a professional designed overview and reduce searching 

throughout the building.

With the BrightBooking Wayfinder you can easily see the building’s rooms and the upcoming reservations 

are shown in an easy to read overview.

You can use the Wayfinder standalone, but you can also integrate it in any narrow casting solution.W
AY
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The ideal tool to facilitate agile working

INTERACTIVE MAPS

Handy overview

A reserved room or workplace can be found easily through the map. The map also 

shows the available, reserved and occupied rooms and workplaces in an easy to 

understand overview.

Book quickly and easily

Through the interactive touch screen you can easily book a free desk or a 

suitable room.

Managing maps

In case of a restructure of the office, you are able to adjust the map by yourself. Or 

just create a new one in case an office is being added.

Search colleagues

Search a workplace near one or more colleagues. This promotes the 

collaboration within the work environment. Of course BrightBooking is 

respecting your privacy.
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The practice

• Want to use their rooms more effectively

• Need to have smaller rooms for short and quick meetings

• Want to meet to the modern requirements of collaboration

• Want to apply rooms on ease of use and simplicity

Research shows that organisations:R
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H ROOM MANAGEMENT

Unused capacity of traditional 

meeting rooms.

Unused availability of traditional 

meeting rooms.
90% 65%
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The practice

The new way of collaborating

It seems that ‘The New Working’ will be overtaken by ‘Agile Working’ which is about collaboration more and more. In the 

meantime internet is a basic need and collaborating with modern technology has become an very important part of the 

working environment.

Working together means of course that organisations have to facilitate this. Everyone must have his or her own workplace, 

wherever he or she are. And this workplace has to support the new way of working. A workplace is no longer a desk with a fixed 

computer. Organisations are more and more facilitating flexible workspaces at the office. This creates more activity on the 

floor, stimulates the creative thinking process and has a positive influence on the productivity.

Conclusion

All these developments and requirements automatically creates the demand for a good room and desk management solution. 

Research also shows that new ways of thinking are often accepted very slowly. Simple to use and well-designed technology 

helps to speed up this process. BrightBooking provides in room as well in desk management and can rightfully be called a 

complete solution. With this we reaches a next level in Building Intelligence.

Sources: Wainhouse & omegadigital.co.za en Office Magazine October 2017
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The jury: ‘A convincing winner. 

BrightBooking provides in the great facility need to 

manage meeting rooms and workspaces easily and 

effective by giving its users maximum information.’

Building intelligence

Especially developed for searching and booking a suitable room or pretty workplace.

An intuitive and user friendly interface, multiple innovative features and a modern design will ensure you to 

get maximum efficiency out of your rooms and working places.

A perfect solution for meeting, huddle-, board- and showrooms and the new way of agile working.

THE ULTIMATE MUST-HAVE ROOM AND DESK MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

WWW.BRIGHTBOOKING.EU


